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Abstract: In this paper, we consider the problem of joint sparsity pattern recovery in a distributed sensor network. 
The sparse multiple measurement vector signals (MMVs) observed by all the nodes are assumed to have a common (but 
unknown) sparsity pattern. To accurately recover the common sparsity pattern in a decentralized manner with a low 
communication overhead of the network, we develop an algorithm named decentralized and collaborative subspace 
pursuit (DCSP). In DCSP, each node is required to perform three kinds of operations per iteration: 1) estimate the local 
sparsity pattern by finding the subspace that its measurement vector most probably lies in; 2) share its local sparsity 
pattern estimate with one-hop neighboring nodes; and 3) update the final sparsity pattern estimate by majority vote 
based fusion of all the local sparsity pattern estimates obtained in its neighborhood. The convergence of DCSP is 
proved and its communication overhead is quantitatively analyzed. We also propose another decentralized algorithm 
named generalized DCSP (GDCSP) by allowing more information exchange among neighboring nodes to further 
improve the accuracy of sparsity pattern recovery at the cost of increased communication overhead. Experimental 
results show that, 1) compared with existing decentralized algorithms, DCSP provides much better accuracy of sparsity 
pattern recovery at a comparable communication cost; and 2) the accuracy of GDCSP is very close to that of centralized 
processing.       
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Compressive sensing (CS) refers to the idea that a sparse signal can be accurately recovered from a small number 
of measurements [1]-[3]. It has been shown that CS is potentially useful in a wide range of applications including 
medical imaging [4][5], radar imaging [6]-[8], and source localization [9]-[11]. In particular, CS provides a new 
approach for data reduction in sensor network applications without compromising performance [12]-[15].  
Assume that the sparse multiple measurement vector signals (MMVs) are observed by a sensor network consisting 
of Q spatially distributed nodes. The measurements collected at the q-th node are given by  
                         q q qy A x                                           (1) 
where qy  is an M×1 measurement vector, qA  is an M×N dictionary matrix assumed to be fixed at a given node, qx  
is an N×1 vector which has K nonzero entries, q=1, 2, …, Q. Assume that all { qx , q=1, 2, …, Q} have the same 
sparsity pattern, i.e., the support set is defined as T ={i: ( ) 0q i x , i=1, 2, …, N } with cardinality |T|=K. Here we 
consider the case that { ( )q Tx , q=1, 2, …, Q} are random vectors and they are statistically independent of each other. 
This scenario is applicable when multiple sensor nodes collect independent snapshots [30], and when multiple 
heterogeneous sensors, e.g., radar and camera, or radars with different frequencies and angles of incidence, observe the 
same group of targets [16][17][31][32]. Our goal is to estimate the support set T using { qy , qA , q=1, 2, …, Q} in the 
case when N>M≥2K.   
In a centralized processing framework, it is required for each node to transmit its local measurement data and the 
information regarding the local dictionary matrix to a central processor. Typical centralized algorithms include the 
simultaneous orthogonal matching pursuit (SOMP) [18][19] and the simultaneous subspace pursuit (SSP) algorithms 
[20]. Due to practical constraints on communication bandwidth and computational capacity, recovering the common 
sparsity pattern in a decentralized manner is more efficient. In decentralized processing, some preliminary processing is 
carried out at each node based on its local measurement data, and then the performance is improved by the collaboration 
among multiple nodes. In decentralized convex optimization algorithms [21]-[25], the neighboring nodes are required to 
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share their N-length local solutions with each other per iteration to update the parameters of the local optimization 
problems. Among them, the distributed alternating direction method of multipliers (D-ADMM) approach [23] requires 
less communication overhead than others. The bandwidth usage in [21]-[25] is considerably high, because the N-length 
local solution to be transmitted from each node is probably not sparse before the iterative process converges. In [26], the 
distributed iterative hard thresholding (DIHT) algorithm was proposed for tree networks, in which collaboration among 
the nodes is carried out via the broadcast of K-length messages from the parent nodes and the convergecast of N-length 
messages from the children nodes. Thanks to the reduced number of transmissions of N-length messages, DIHT has less 
communication overhead than the methods in [21]-[25]. In the scenario where the communication capacity of the 
network is extremely limited so that the transmission of N-length messages is difficult to realize, the algorithms in 
[21]-[26] may fail to work. Distributed orthogonal matching pursuit (DiOMP) and distributed subspace pursuit (DiSP) 
[27] work well with a network that has very limited communication bandwidth, because they only require the 
transmission of K-length locally selected indices among neighboring nodes. Two versions of the decentralized and 
collaborative orthogonal matching pursuit (DCOMP) algorithm were proposed in [28]. DCOMP 1 only requires the 
transmission of one index among neighboring nodes at a given iteration, so its communication overhead is very low at 
the cost of accuracy loss. In DCOMP 2, which requires each node to share N-length correlation coefficients with its 
neighbors and one index with other remote nodes in the network at a given iteration, respectively, the accuracy of 
sparsity pattern estimation is significantly improved at the cost of increased communication overhead.  
In this paper, by embedding fusion among nodes into the iterative process of the standard subspace pursuit 
algorithm [33], we develop a decentralized algorithm named decentralized subspace pursuit (DCSP) for joint sparsity 
pattern recovery under communication constrains. The current work is based on our preliminary work [29]. Here we 
significantly extend the work in [29] by providing theoretical analysis on the performance of DCSP and results based on 
more detailed experiments. The proposed DCSP algorithm operates in an iterative fashion. Each iteration of DCSP 
contains three operations. First, each node selects K columns from the local dictionary matrix to approximate the 
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subspace that the local measurement vector most probably lies in. Then each node sends the indices of K selected 
columns to its one-hop neighbors. Finally, each node updates the support set estimate by majority vote based fusion of 
all the indices selected in its neighborhood. DCSP only requires the exchange of K-length indices among neighboring 
nodes, which is useful in networks with extremely limited bandwidth. The convergence of DCSP is proved and the 
communication overhead of DCSP is quantitatively analyzed. Experimental results show that, compared to existing 
decentralized greedy algorithms such as DiOMP and DiSP, DCSP provides much better accuracy of sparsity pattern 
recovery at a comparable communication cost. We further propose a generalized DCSP (GDSCP) algorithm, in which 
O(N)-length messages are allowed to be transmitted in a small neighborhood surrounding each node. GDCSP is 
superior to DCSP in terms of the accuracy of sparsity pattern recovery, at the cost of increased communication overhead. 
As demonstrated by numerical experiments, compared to the DCOMP algorithm we developed before in [28], both 
DCSP and GDCSP further reduce the communication overhead over the network without sacrificing the accuracy of 
sparsity pattern recovery. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the implementation of DCSP for joint 
sparsity pattern recovery in a decentralized sensor network. In Section III, we discuss the convergence of DCSP and its 
communication overhead. The GDCSP algorithm is proposed in Section IV. Simulation results are provided in Section 
V and concluding remarks are given in Section VI.  
Notations: To simplify the presentation, we define the following notations used in this paper. 
1ls( , ) [ ]H Hy A A A A y  provides the projection coefficients of a vector y onto the column space of a matrix A, where 
conjugate transpose is denoted by (·)H; 1resid( , ) [ ]H H y A y A A A A y  outputs the projection residual vector; 
max_ind(y, K)={K indices corresponding to the largest magnitude entries in the vector y}; max_occ(T, K) ={K elements 
that have the highest frequency of occurrence in the set T }; A(T) denotes a sub-matrix composed of the columns of A 
indexed by the set T; y(T) denotes a sub-vector composed of the entries of y indexed by the set T; | |ny  computes the 
n-th power of the absolute value of the vector y element-by-element; |T| denotes the cardinality of the set T; the 
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set-subtraction T S outputs a set composed of those elements belonging to T but not S.  
II. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION  
Throughout this paper, we consider an undirected connected graph ( , )G D   with node set G ={1,2,…,Q} and 
edge set D, where ( , )i j D means that one-hop communication between nodes i and j is available. Define 
{ | ( , ) } { }qG k k q D q    to be the set containing the indices of the q-th node itself and its one-hop neighboring nodes. 
The operations of the DCSP algorithm at the q-th node are summarized in Algorithm 1. In the initialization phase, the 
local estimate of the support set is obtained by finding K maximum correlation coefficients between the local 
measurement vector and the columns of the local dictionary matrix. After exchanging K selected indices with the 
neighboring nodes, the q-th node collects K|Gq| indices and records them in the set 0q . Then at the q-th node, the 
support set estimate is updated by finding K elements in 0q  that have the highest frequency of occurrence. After 
initialization, in Step 4 of DCSP, each node first enlarges the set of index candidates and then selects K indices 
corresponding to the largest projection coefficients. This finds a K-dimensional subspace that the local measurement 
vector most likely lies in. By exchanging K selected indices with the neighboring nodes, the set lq  at the q-th node 
consists of K|Gq| indices. Some elements of lq  may occur more than once, which means that some indices are 
selected by multiple nodes. In Step 5 of DCSP, index fusion is carried out by majority voting, i.e., K elements in lq  
that have the highest frequency of occurrence are selected as the new estimate of the support set. In Step 6 of DCSP, the 
residual is updated by using the new estimate of the support set. In Step 7 of DCSP, the stopping criterion is checked. 
When the residual error is not decreased at the current iteration, the support set estimate and the residual vector obtained 
at the previous iteration are deemed reliable, and the flag parameter f(q) is set to 1. The iterative process at the q-th node 
is terminated if no updating of support set estimate occurs in its surrounding neighborhood.  
———————————————————————— 
Algorithm 1 The DCSP algorithm at the q-th node 
Input: K, yq , Aq. 
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Initialization:  
1) Transmit 0q =max_ind( | |Hq qA y , K) to and receive 0j  from the j-th node for all \ { }qj G q .  
2) Let  0 0 ,q j qj G     and 0qT =max_occ( 0q , K) .  
3) Calculate the local residual 0qr = resid(yq, Aq(
0
qT )).  
Iteration: at the l-th iteration (l≥1)  
4) Set f(q) = 0. Let lq =max_ind( ls( , ( ))lq q qy A , K), where 1l lq qT    max_ind ( 1| |H lq qA r , K) . Transmit lq  
to and receive lj  from the j-th node for all \ { }qj G q .  
5) Let  ,l lq j qj G     and lqT =max_occ( lq , K).   
6) Updates the local residual lqr = resid(yq, Aq(
l
qT )).  
7) If 1
2 2
l l
q q
r r , let lqT = 1lqT  , lqr = 1lqr , and f(q) =1. Send f(q) to and receive f(j) from the j-th node for all 
\ { }qj G q . If f(j) = 1 for all qj G , stop the iteration; otherwise, let l=l+1 and return to Step 4.  
Output: The estimated support set ˆ lq qT T .    
———————————————————————— 
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF DCSP 
In this section, we prove the convergence of DCSP and analyze its communication overhead. We first provide a 
review of the concept of the restricted isometry property (RIP).  
Definition 1 RIP [1][2]: A M×N matrix A satisfies the RIP with parameters (K,  ) for K≤M and 0≤ <1, if  
                                2 2 2
2 2 2
(1 ) (1 )    x Ax x                                 (2) 
holds for any sparse signals x whose l0 pseudo-norm is not larger than K, where 2  denotes the l2 norm.  
A. Convergence of DCSP  
Now we investigate the convergence of DCSP in the measurement-noise-free case. At the l-th iteration, define a N
×1 binary vector lqβ  by  
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1,     if 
( )
0,   otherwise
l
l q
q
i
i
  
β , (3) 
for i=1,2, …, N. That is to say, the entries 1’s in lqβ  are indexed by the set lq . Let  
 
q
l l
q j
j G
 α β . (4) 
In Steps 2 and 5 of DCSP, the fusion based on majority vote is performed by finding K elements that have the highest 
frequency of occurrence in lq . This is equivalent to saying that lqT  is composed of K indices corresponding to the 
largest coefficients in lqα . The proof of convergence of DCSP is carried out by the following two steps: evaluating the 
reliabilities of 0qT  at the initialization phase and 
l
qT  at the l-th iteration.  
1) The reliability of 0qT  at the initialization phase of DCSP 
We first investigate the effect of collaboration among the nodes on the accuracy of support set estimation in the 
initialization phase of DCSP. Since 0qT  is composed of K indices corresponding to the largest coefficients in 
0
qα , the 
probability  0 0Pr ( ) ( )q qn mα α  for n T  and cm T  represents the reliability of 0qT .  
 Proposition 1 When the dictionary matrix Aq  satisfies the RIP with the constant 3 0.206K  , NK2, and the 
number of one-hop neighbors of the q-th node satisfies  
 2
9.21 , 1,2, ,
1 1q
G q Q
K
K N K
    
 , (5) 
we have  0 0Pr ( ) ( ) 0.99q qn m α α  for  and cn T m T  , where the superscript 0 denotes the initialization phase of 
DCSP.  
Proof: At Step 1 of DCSP, K indices corresponding to the largest correlation coefficients between qy  and the 
columns of qA  are recorded in the set 
0
q . After the local selection of indices at Step 1 of DCSP, we have   
 
22
3 32 20
2 2 22
2 3
8 88 8
( ) 0.952
1 1
K KK K
q q q q q
K K
T
  
 
    x x x x . (6) 
Here, the first inequality holds when 2 0.5K   (see Appendix C in [33]), the second and the third inequalities hold 
since 2 3K K   [33]. This implies that, some elements in 0q  belong to T, i.e., 0qT   , for q=1, 2, …, Q. Let 
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0 0| |q qK T  , i.e., 0qK  indices in 0q  belong to T. It is obvious that 01 qK K  . Accordingly, the other 0qK K  
indices in 0q  belong to {1,2, , } \cT N T  . Note that 0q = max_ind( | |Hq qA y , K) = max_ind( | ( ) ( ) |Hq q qT TA A x , K). 
Due to the randomness of the magnitudes of ( )q Tx , there is no a priori knowledge regarding some indices in T that 
have higher priority to be selected into 0q  than others. According to Laplace’s principle of insufficient reason [40], 
the indices in T have an equal opportunity to be selected into 0q , i.e., the elements of 0| |qT   are uniformly 
distributed within T. Similarly, the elements of 0| |c qT   are also uniformly distributed within Tc. Therefore, 0 ( )q nβ  
with n T  and 0 ( )q mβ  with cm T  follow Bernoulli distributions:  
 
 
   
0 0
0 0
0 01
0 1
0 0
0 0
Pr ( ) 1
,    
Pr ( ) 0 1 Pr ( ) 1 1 1
q q
q q
K K K
q qK N K
q K K K
K N K
q q
q q
K KC Cn
K KC C n T
K K
n n
K K
 
 


    
       
β
β β


, (7) 
and  
 
 
   
0 0
0 0
0 01
0 1
0 0
0 0
Pr ( ) 1
,    
Pr ( ) 0 1 Pr ( ) 1 1 1
q q
q q
K K K
q qK N K
q K K K
K N K
c
q q
q q
K K K KC Cm
N K N KC C m T
K K K K
m m
N K N K
 
 


      
         
β
β β


, (8) 
where 
 0 0min{ }
q
q jj G
K K

   (9) 
and !
!( )!
j
r
rC
j r j
  . The definition of 
0
qK  implies that each node in the neighborhood of the q-th node has correctly 
selected at least 0qK  indices after Step 1 of DCSP. This is also equivalent to saying that at most 0qK K   indices in 
0
j  are incorrect for qj G , since all the 0j  for qj G  have the same cardinality K.  
From (4) we have  
    0 0 0 0Pr ( ) ( ) Pr ( ) ( ) 0
q
q q j j
j G
n m n m

       α α β β .  (10) 
Let  0 0 0 0 0( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
q
q q j j
j G
s n m n m

   α α β β , then  
 
0 0
0 0 21( ) ( )
( )
q q
j j
j
j G j G
K K K
E s NK K
K N K K N K 
          .  (11) 
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where ( )E   denotes the expectation operator. Note that 0q =max_ind( | |Hq qA y , K)=max_ind( | ( ) ( ) |Hq q qT TA A x , K). 
We can conclude that { 0q , q=1,2, …, Q} and, therefore, { 0qβ , q=1,2, …, Q} are statistically independent due to the 
independence among the vectors { ( )q Tx , q=1,2, …, Q}. Since  0 0( ) ( ) { 1,0,1}j jn m  β β , the Hoeffding’s tail 
inequality [38][39] tells us that   
  
2
2| |0 0Pr ( ) qGs E s e

       (12) 
for 0  . By choosing 0( )E s   and substituting (11) into (12), we have  
 
 
 
2
0 2
0
2 2
0 2 2
2 2
20 0
1, 2,
( )
Pr 0 exp
2 | | ( )
| | ( )
               exp
2 ( )
| |
              exp
2
q
j
j G
q
q q
q q q
NK K
s
G K N K
G NK K
K N K
G p p

              
     
     


,  (13) 
where   
 
0
0
1,
0
0
2,
q
q
q
q
K
p
K
K K
p
N K






.   (14) 
The second inequality in (13) holds because of (9) and the assumption N K2. Also under the assumption N K2, 
elementary calculations yield  
 
0 0
0 0 0
1, 2,
1q q
q q q
K K KKp K p
K N K N K
     
  . (15) 
From (13), we have   
      
20 0
1, 2,| |
0 0 0 2Pr ( ) ( ) Pr 0 1
q q qG p p
q qn m s e
    α α .   (16) 
Based on (16), the sufficient condition for  0 0Pr ( ) ( ) 0.99q qn m α α can be given by     
  2 20 0 0 01, 2,
9.21 9.21| |q
q q q q
G
p p K K K
K N K
 
     
  .   (17) 
The value of 0qK  may vary for different kinds of sparse signals. Substituting 0 1qK   into (17) yields (5), which is the 
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sufficient condition that  0 0Pr ( ) ( ) 0.99q qn m α α holds for any sparse signals. This completes the proof of Proposition 
1.  ■ 
Since 0qT  is composed of K indices corresponding to the largest coefficients in 
0
qα , from Proposition 1 it is clear 
that, when the number of neighboring nodes satisfies (5), every element in 0qT  is correct with high probability. Thus, it 
can be concluded that  
 0 0
2 2
( ) ( )q q q qT T T  x x  (18) 
holds with high probability when the value of |Gq| is large enough, i.e., the collaboration among nodes improves the 
accuracy of support set estimation.  
Besides the above theoretical analysis, in what follows we will further determine  0 0Pr ( ) ( )q qn mα α  versus the 
value of |Gq| via numerical computations. For  and cn T m T  , the covariance between ( )lq nβ and ( )lq mβ  is given 
by  
 
       
0 0
0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 01 1
1 1
cov ( ), ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
                             =
                             =0 
q q
q q
q q q q q q
K K K
q qK N K
K K K
K N K
n m E n m E n E m
K K KC C
K N KC C
  
  


   
   
β β β β β β
. (19) 
As proved in [35], two Bernoulli random variables are statistically independent if and only if they are uncorrelated. 
Thus, (19) implies that 0 ( )q nβ and 0 ( )q mβ  are statistically independent of each other for  and cn T m T  . 
Accordingly, it follows that 0 ( )q nα  and 0 ( )q mα  are statistically independent for  and cn T m T  . From (13) and (16), 
we can see that the probability  0 0Pr ( ) ( )q qn mα α  reaches its lower bound when 0 0j qK K   for all qj G . Thus, we 
have  
 
   
   
0 0
| | 1
0 0 0 0
1 0
| | 1
0 0
1 0
| |0 0 0
| | 1, 1, | | 2,
Pr ( ) ( ) Pr ( ) , ( )
                            Pr ( ) Pr ( )
                                ( ) (1 ) ( ) (
q
q
j q
q
q q
G i
q q q q
i j
G i
q q
i j
K K
G ii i j j
G q q G q
n m n i m j
n i m j
C p p C p

 

 
 
   
   
 


α α α α
α α
 | | 1
| |0
2,
1 0
1 )
q
q
G i
G j
q
i j
p
 
 
    
. (20) 
According to (20), given different values of 0 /qK K  and /N K , in Fig. 1 we plot the lower bound of 
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 0 0Pr ( ) ( )q qn mα α  for n T and cm T  versus the number of one-hop neighboring nodes of the q-th node. We can 
see that, to ensure that  0 0Pr ( ) ( ) 0.99q qn m α α  for n T and cm T , 13, 17, 47, and more than 50 neighboring 
nodes are required when the parameter pair ( 0 /qK K , /N K ) is equal to (0.4, 20), (0.4, 10), (0.2, 20) and (0.2, 10), 
respectively. It is clear that the required value of |Gq| decreases with the increasing values of 0 /qK K  and /N K . This 
conclusion is straightforward from the following considerations: 1) the more correct indices there are in the local 
estimate of the support set, the fewer the nodes required to achieve a desired accuracy of fusion; and 2) the sparser the 
signal is, the smaller the probability that different nodes select the same wrong indices from Tc. Fig. 1 demonstrates that, 
when  0 1qK  , the number of neighbors of each node required to yield high probability  0 0Pr ( ) ( )q qn mα α  for 
n T and cm T  can be much smaller than that given by (5). 

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Fig. 1 The probability  0 0Pr ( ) ( )q qn mα α  for n T and cm T  versus the value of |Gq|.  
 
2) The reliability of lqT  at the l-th iteration for l 1 of DCSP 
Next, we discuss the reliability of lqT  at the l-th iteration of DCSP with l≥1. In Step 4 of DCSP, the set of index 
candidates is enlarged and a new group of K indices corresponding to the largest projection coefficients is selected at 
each node. By doing so, it is possible to remove some wrong indices that were considered reliable during past iterations 
and to add some new indices into the support set estimate, i.e., the reliability of the support set estimate is reevaluated 
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based on the local measurement data. This step is the same as that in the standard SP algorithm, so according to 
Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 in [33] we have  
 1 13 332 2 2
3
2 (1 )( ) ( ) ( )
(1 )
l l lK K
q q q q q q
K
T T T T T 
     x x x .  (21) 
where the second inequality holds since the RIP constant 3 0.206K  . From (18) and (21) it follows that  
 1
2 2
( ) ( )l lq q q qT T
  x x  (22) 
holds with high probability.  
Assume that, at the l-th iteration, the q-th node has correctly selected lqK  indices that belong to the true support 
set after Step 4 of DCSP, i.e., | |l lq qK T  . Let  
 min{ }
q
l l
q jj G
K K

  . (23) 
Similar to the analysis in previous subsection, by using the Hoeffding’s tail inequality [38][39], we have   
    
2
1, 2,| |
2Pr ( ) ( ) 1
l l
q q qG p p
l l
q qn m e
  α α ,   (24) 
for n T  and cm T , where  
 
1,
2,
l
ql
q
l
ql
q
K
p
K
K K
p
N K






. (25) 
Note from (22) that  
 1l lq qK K
  . (26) 
From (15), (25) and (26), it follows   
 1 11, 1, 2, 2,
l l l l
q q q qp p p p
    . (27) 
Thus, it can be concluded that the lower bound of  Pr ( ) ( )l lq qn mα α  keeps increasing during the iterative process, 
i.e.,    
        
2 21 1
1, 2, 1, 2 ,| | | |
1 12 2
lower bound lower bound
Pr ( ) ( ) 1 1 Pr ( ) ( )
l l l l
q q q q q qG p p G p p
l l l l
q q q qn m e e n m
           α α α α ,  (28) 
for n T  and cm T .  
Both Proposition 1 and (28) imply that, as the iterations proceed, every element in lqT  is correct with high 
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probability when the number of neighboring nodes is sufficiently large. Therefore,  
 
2 2
( ) ( )l lq q q qT T T  x x  (29) 
holds with high probability when the value of |Gq| satisfies (5). From (21) and (29), it follows that    
 1
2 2
( ) ( )l lq q q qT T T T
  x x , (30) 
holds with high probability. This implies that DCSP with sufficient number of one-hop communication nodes ensures 
the continuous reduction of error of support set estimation. This completes the proof of the convergence of DCSP.  
It is worth emphasizing that the actual number of neighbors of each node required for DCSP to successfully 
recover the joint sparsity pattern may be much smaller than the sufficient condition in (5), as shown by simulations in 
Section V. The reasons are: 1) the sufficient condition in (5) corresponds to the worst case scenario at the initialization 
phase, i.e., 0 1qK  ; and 2) in the above theoretical analysis, it is assumed that min{ }
q
l l l
j q jj G
K K K

   for all qj G  at 
the l-th iteration. When 0 1qK   and l lj qK K   occur, i.e., when at some nodes the accuracy of local support set 
estimate is better than expected, the number of neighboring nodes required to guarantee the desired fusion performance 
will decrease.  
B. Communication overhead of DCSP  
As described above, fusion of the local support set estimates in DCSP increases the number of correct indices 
selected at each iteration. In the following, we investigate the number of iterations needed for DCSP to successfully 
recover the support set.  
From (6), (18), (21) and (29), it follows that  
 
2
3 33 3
3 22
3 3
8 82 (1 )( )
(1 ) 1
l
K Kl K K
q q q
K K
T T
  
 
      
x x  (31) 
holds with high probability, when  the number of one-hop neighbors of the q-th node is sufficiently large. A necessary 
and sufficient condition for lqT T  is that 2( ) min{| ( ) |, }lq q qT T i i T  x x . Hence, the number of iterations 
required for DCSP at the q-th node to accurately recover the joint sparsity pattern can be expressed by  
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3
2
3 3
3 3
3
3
1log
8 8
2 (1 )log
(1 )
K
K K
DCSP
K K
K
L
  
 

                
, (32) 
where     is the ceiling function and  
 
2
min{| ( ) |, }q
q
i i T x
x
 . (33) 
It is clear that the value of DCSPL  depends on the decay of the nonzero coefficients of the sparse signal. Consider a 
special case of random coefficients of { ( )q Tx , q=1, 2, …, Q}, where the coefficients of ( )q Tx  are generated from the 
same decay function but arranged in random order for q=1, 2, …, Q. In this case, the value of DCSPL  can be exactly 
determined by (32). For example, for the sparse signals with exponentially decaying entries, in which the n-th large 
amplitude is constrained by exp ( 1)exp
p nc e   for some constants exp 0c   and exp 0p  , (33) can be specified as   
 
exp
exp
exp
2
( 1)
exp 2
1
1
p
p K
p K
ee
e


 

   . (34) 
For sparse signals with power-law decaying entries, in which the n-th large amplitude is constrained by powerppowerc n
  
for some constants 0powerc   and 1powerp  , (33) becomes  
 
2
1
power
power
p
power K
p
n
K
n






. (35) 
Based on (32)-(35), in Fig. 2 we plot the number of iterations required for DCSP to exactly recover the joint 
sparsity pattern versus the varying RIP constant 3K . The parameters of the exponentially decaying function are 
exp 1c   and exp 0.3p  , while the parameters of the power-law decaying function are 1powerc   and 1.5powerp  . For 
both kinds of sparse signals, the sparsity K is fixed at 10. It is clear from Fig. 2 that the required number of iterations of 
DCSP is of the order of O(K). Moreover, when the value of 3K  goes down (approximately corresponding to the 
increase in the number of measurements per node), DCSP may recover the joint sparsity pattern via only one iteration.   
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Fig. 2 The required number of iterations in DCSP versus RIP constant 3K . K=10. 
 
With the bound on the number of iterations, the communication overhead of DCSP can be easily estimated. From 
Algorithm 1, we can see that the total number of messages to be transmitted in DCSP is  
 
1
( ) 1
Q
DCSP DCSP DCSP q
q
C K KL L G

    ,                         (36) 
where the bound of LDCSP is given in (32). The experimental results in Fig. 2 and Section V show that DCSPL  is of the 
order of O(K). Thus, if each node is assumed to communicate with its one-hop neighbors one by one at each iteration, 
the communication overhead of DCSP is about  2
1
( ) 1
Q
q
q
O K G

 .  
IV. GENERALIZED DCSP ALGORITHM FOR JOINT SPARSITY PATTERN RECOVERY 
In DCSP proposed in the previous section, the collaboration among nodes is based on the exchanges of K-length 
indices. For small-scale networks (e.g., cognitive radio networks with several nodes), it is reasonable to assume that 
one-hop communication between all pairs of nodes in the network is available. Under this assumption, we investigate 
how to further improve the accuracy of the estimation of the sparsity pattern. In [18], [20], [28] and [29], it was shown 
that the accuracy of the sparsity pattern recovery can be improved by allowing the transmission of O(N)-length 
correlation coefficients and projection coefficients among some nodes. Based on this observation, we propose the 
following GDCSP algorithm, in which each node is allowed to share O(N)-length messages and K-length indices with a 
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few neighboring nodes and other nodes in the network, respectively. By doing so, the accuracy of support set estimation 
of GDCSP is expected to be improved in comparison with DCSP, at the expense of increased communication overhead. 
In GDCSP, we denote Gq as the surrounding neighborhood of the q-th node in which the transmission of O(N)-length 
vectors is allowed. The GDCSP algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2. There are two kinds of communication in 
GDCSP, i.e., local communication and global communication. In Steps 1 and 4, the q-th node shares an N-length 
correlation coefficient vector lqc  with its neighbors. The coefficients in 
l
qc  are probably not sparse before the 
iterations converge, so the transmission of the entire lqc  is necessary. The neighboring nodes collaborate once again in 
Step 6 of GDCSP, where the q-th node shares a 2K-length projection coefficient vector lqd  with its neighbors. By such 
two-stage collaboration, the q-th node obtains lq  as the local estimate of the support set by finding a K-dimensional 
subspace that the measurement vectors collected within the neighborhood most probably lies in. Then, all the nodes in 
the network share local estimates of the support set with each other to enable global fusion based on majority vote, as 
described in Steps 3 and 7 of GDCSP. When Gq= G for q=1, 2, …, Q, GDCSP is equivalent to the centralized SSP 
algorithm proposed in [20].  
———————————————————————— 
Algorithm 2 The GDCSP algorithm at the q-th node  
Input: K, yq , Aq . 
Initialization:  
1) Transmit the vector 0 | |Hq q qc A y  to and receive 0jc  from the j-th node for all j∈Gq\{q}.  
2) Let 0q =max_ind( 0
q
j
j G
 c , K). Send 0q  to and receive 0j  from the j-th node for all j∈G\{q}.  
3) Let 0 0{ , }q j j G     and 0qT =max_occ( 0q , K). Calculate the local residual 0qr = resid(yq, Aq( 0qT )). 
Iteration: at the l-th iteration (l≥1)  
4) Send the vector 1| |l H lq q q
c A r  to and receive ljc  from the j-th node, for all j∈Gq\{q}.  
5) Calculate the projection coefficients | ls( , ( )) |l lq q q qTd y A  , where 1l lq qT T  max_ind(
q
l
j
j G
 c , K) .  
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6) Send lqd  to and receive 
l
jd  from the j-th node for all j∈Gq\{q}.  
7) Let lq =max_ind(
q
l
j
j G
 d , K). Send lq  to and receive lj  from the j-th node for all j∈G\{q}. 
8) Let { , }l lq j j G     and lqT =max_occ( lq , K). Update the residual lqr = resid(yq, Aq( lqT )). Send 2lqr  to and 
receive
2
l
jr  from the j-th node for all j∈G\{q}. 
9) If 1
2 2
1 1
Q Q
l l
q q
q q

 
 r r , let lqT = 1lqT   and stop the iteration; otherwise, let l=l+1, and return to Step 4. 
Output: The estimated support set ˆ lq qT T .  
———————————————————————— 
The required number of iterations for GDCSP to exactly recover the support set is expected to be slightly smaller 
than that in DCSP, since sharing of O(N)-length coefficients among neighboring nodes improves the accuracy of local 
estimation of the support set. Let GDCSPL  denote the required number of iterations for GDCSP. Then the 
communication cost of GDCSP can be estimated to be  
    
1 1
1 ( 1) ( 2 ) 1 ( 1) ( 1)
Q Q
GDCSP q GDCSP q
q q
C N G KQ Q L N K G K Q Q
 
              .       (37) 
The experimental results in Section V show that GDCSPL  is of the order of O(K), so the communication overhead of 
GDCSP is about   2
1
( ) 1 ( ) ( 1)
Q
q
q
O KN G O K Q Q

   .  
In what follows, we summarize the communication overheads of some distributed greedy algorithms including 
DCSP and GDCSP. As shown in [27] and [28], the number of iterations of DCOMP, DiOMP and DiSP are also of the 
order of O(K). At each iteration of DCOMP, each node transmits its N-length coefficients to surrounding neighbors for 
local communication and one index to all other nodes for global communication, respectively [28]. DiOMP and DiSP 
require each node to send K indices to its one-hop neighbors per iteration [27]. The communication overheads of 
different algorithms are summarized in Table 1, which is consistent with the simulations results presented in Section V.  
Table 1 Communication overhead of different algorithms. 
Algorithm Communication overhead 
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( ) 1
Q
q
q
O K G

  
GDCSP   2
1
( ) 1 ( ) ( 1)
Q
q
q
O KN G O K Q Q

  
DCOMP  
1
( ) 1 ( ) ( 1)
Q
q
q
O KN G O K Q Q

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DiOMP  2
1
( ) 1
Q
q
q
O K G

  
DiSP  2
1
( ) 1
Q
q
q
O K G

  
 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
In this section, simulation results are provided to demonstrate the performance of the proposed DCSP and GDCSP 
algorithms. Without loss of generality, two assumptions are made on the network configuration: 1) |Gq|=g<Q for all the 
nodes; 2) the neighbors of the q-th node are indexed by {mod(q+1,Q), mod(q+2,Q),…, mod(q+g-1,Q)}, where mod(·) 
is the modulus operation. 
A. When the sparse signals at all the nodes have the same sparsity pattern but different coefficients 
We first evaluate the performance of DCSP and GDCSP in terms of the accuracy of sparsity pattern recovery. 
Signal sparsity is fixed at K=10, the length of the sparse signal at each node is set to N=200, and the number of nodes is 
Q=10. We randomly generate a set of M×N dictionary matrices {Aq, q=1, 2, …, Q} from the standard independent and 
identically distributed (iid) Gaussian ensemble. Next, we randomly select K indices from {1, 2,…, N} as the support set 
T and draw the entries of xq supported on T from the standard iid Gaussian ensemble. Then, we generate the 
measurement vectors yq=Aqxq+wq for q=1, 2,…, Q, where wq is the additive Gaussian noise. The noise is assumed to be 
statistically independent of the signals. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined as 
2 2
2
1
SNR / ( )
Q
q
q
QN

 wx , where 
2w  is the variance of the noise. With the same parameter setting, we apply different algorithms to estimate the 
common support set. If the estimation result qˆT T for all the nodes, sparsity pattern recovery is considered as 
successful. In Figs. 3 and 4, we let SNR= 18dB and evaluate the success rates of different algorithms versus the number 
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of measurements per node by averaging over 500 Monte Carlo trials. Fig. 3 provides the trends of accuracies of the 
proposed DCSP and GDCSP algorithms as the neighborhood size g increases. The performance of the centralized SSP 
algorithm [20], which is equivalent to GDCSP with g=Q, is also given as a benchmark. As expected, the accuracies of 
DCSP and GDCSP increase as each node collaborates with more neighbors. Moreover, the more neighbors each node 
can collaborate with, the less measurements per node are required. When g gets closer to Q, the accuracy of DCSP 
approaches that of the centralized SSP algorithm. In Fig. 4, we set the neighborhood size g=5 and compare DCSP and 
GDCSP with three other decentralized algorithms , DCOMP [28]1, DiOMP, and DiSP [27], in terms of accuracy of 
sparsity pattern recovery. The benchmark performances of the centralized SOMP [18] and SSP [20] algorithms are 
given as well. If the bandwidth of the network is extremely limited so that the transmission of N-length messages is not 
permitted, only DiOMP, DiSP and DCSP are suitable for this scenario. Unlike DiOMP that deems all the indices 
selected during past iterations reliable, at each iteration DCSP is capable of removing wrong indices selected earlier and 
adding new index candidates into the support set estimate. Unlike DiSP that triggers the index exchange among 
neighboring nodes after the local sparse solution is fully recovered at every node, DCSP activates the collaboration 
among neighboring nodes before the local solution process converges. By doing so, the local recovery errors at each 
node and, therefore, the performance loss of fusion among neighboring nodes are mitigated. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 
4, DCSP algorithm offers much better accuracy of sparsity pattern recovery compared to DiOMP and DiSP. In the case 
where each node can communicate with all others in the network via one-hop communication, both DCOMP and 
GDCSP require the exchange of N-length coefficients among neighboring nodes and the exchange of O(K)-length 
indices among remote nodes. From Fig. 4, we can see that the accuracy of GDCSP is much better than that of DCOMP 
and very close to that of the centralized SSP algorithm. In particular, Fig. 4 also indicates that, DCSP, which is based on 
the local transmission of K-length messages, is more accurate than DCOMP, which is based on the local transmission of 
N-length messages and requires global connectivity of the network. 
                                                        
1 Here the term DCOMP refers to the DC-OMP 2 algorithm that has better accuracy than DC-OMP 1 [28].  
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Fig. 3 Performance of DCSP and GDCSP with increasing neighborhood size, for independent sparse signal model. 
Q=10, K=10, N=200, and SNR = 18dB.  
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Fig. 4 The success rates of multiple algorithms versus the number of measurements per node, for independent sparse 
signal model. Q=10, K=10, N=200, g=5 and SNR = 18dB. 
 
In the next experiment, the comparison among five decentralized algorithms, DCOMP, DiOMP, DiSP, DCSP, and 
GDCSP, in terms of communication cost is shown. Let SNR=18 dB, M=40, K=10, and N=200. Assume that the network 
size is increasing, i.e., Q is varying from 10 to 100, and the neighborhood size g equals Q/2 for all the nodes. In Figs. 5 
and 6, the average number of iterations and the communication overheads required for different algorithms to exactly 
recover the sparsity pattern are plotted by averaging over 100 Monte Carlo trials, respectively. Thanks to the efficient 
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selection of indices at each node and the effective collaboration among nodes, DiSP, DCSP and GDCSP have faster 
convergence speeds, as shown in Fig. 5. From Fig. 6 we can see: 1) among the algorithms that only require exchange of 
K-length messages among nodes, the communication overhead of DCSP is much less than that of DiOMP and 
comparable with that of DiSP; and 2) if the transmission of N-length messages among neighboring nodes is allowed, the 
communication efficiency of GDCSP is slightly better than that of DCOMP. In particular, DCSP, DiSP and GDCSP can 
even recover the joint sparsity pattern from only one iteration when the number of neighbors of each node is sufficiently 
large. This means that, fusion in the initialization phase of DCSP has correctly recovered the support set, and only one 
iteration is needed to check whether the algorithm should be terminated. Both Figs. 4 and 6 indicate that, compared to 
existing decentralized greedy algorithms, DCSP and GDCSP improve the accuracy of sparsity pattern recovery while 
incurring comparable communication cost.  
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Fig. 5 The number of required iterations versus network size, for independent sparse signal model. M=40, N=200, K=10 
and SNR=18dB.  
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Fig. 6 The number of messages to be transmitted versus network size scale, for independent sparse signal model. M=40, 
N=200, K=10 and SNR=18dB.  
 
B. When all the nodes observe the same sparse signal  
Although the analysis in Section III was performed for the scenario where the sparse signals at different nodes 
were statistically independent, we would like to experimentally evaluate the performance of the proposed DCSP and 
GDCSP algorithms when the sparse signals at all the nodes are the same. This signal model can be expressed as 
yq=Aqx+ wq, in which K nonzero coefficients of the sparse signal x are supported on T. Let N=200, K=10, Q=10, g=5 
and SNR = 18dB. In Fig. 7, we compare different algorithms in terms of the accuracy of sparsity pattern recovery with 
varying number of measurements. Simulations are carried out in a similar way as the first experiment, but here in each 
trial we randomly generate a K-sparse signal x and assume it to be available at all the nodes, i.e., xq=x for q=1, 2,…, Q. 
Compared to Fig. 4, the success rate of every algorithm in Fig. 7 is slightly increased. That is to say, when all the nodes 
observe the same sparse signal, these algorithms offer better accuracy of sparsity pattern recovery than that in the case 
of statistically independent sparse signals. From Fig. 7, we also see the superiority of DCSP over DiOMP and DiSP in 
terms of the success rate, similar to what we observed in Fig. 4. One may note that distributed LASSO can also be used 
to solve the problem of sparsity pattern recovery when xq=x for q=1, 2,…, Q. Here, the performances of LASSO and 
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other optimization-based algorithms are not provided due to their huge computational complexity over greedy 
algorithms. In addition, it was reported in [36] that, for sparsity pattern recovery with large Gaussian measurement 
matrices in high SNR scenarios, LASSO and OMP have almost identical accuracy.  
The convergence speeds and the communication overheads of different algorithms with varying network size are 
plotted in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. The neighborhood size is set as |Gq|=g=Q/2 for q=1, 2,…, Q. Compared to Figs. 5 
and 6 where the sparse signals at different nodes are independent, the number of iterations and the communication costs 
of these algorithms are slightly increased, except for DiOMP. With the same sparse signal at all the nodes, { lqβ , q=1, 
2, …, Q} are probably similar to each other. This definitely improves the performance of fusion based on majority vote 
and, therefore, the accuracy of sparsity pattern recovery, as indicated in Fig. 7; however, this reduces the chance to 
select more than lqK  correct indices resulting from majority voting fusion at each iteration. This is the reason why 
most algorithms require more iterations and, therefore, larger communication overheads when all the nodes observe the 
same sparse signal, compared to that in the independent sparse signal case.  
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Fig. 7 The success rate of sparsity pattern recovery versus the number of measurements per node, when all the 
nodes observe the same sparse signal. Q=10, K=10, N=200, g=5 and SNR = 18dB. 
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Fig. 8 The number of required iterations versus network size, when all the nodes observe the same sparse signal. M=40, 
N=200, K=10, and SNR = 18dB. 
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Fig. 9 The number of messages to be transmitted versus network size, when all the nodes observe the same sparse signal. 
M=40, N=200, K=10, and SNR = 18dB. 
 
VI. CONCLUSION  
In this paper, we developed two decentralized greedy algorithms named DCSP and GDCSP for joint sparsity 
pattern recovery with a distributed sensor network without depending on a central fusion center. By embedding the 
exchanges of K-length support set estimates among one-hop neighboring nodes into the iterative operation of the 
standard SP algorithm, DCSP can accurately recover the common sparsity pattern with a small number of 
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measurements per node as well as less communication cost of the network. In the scenario where one-hop 
communication between each pair of nodes in the network is available, GDCSP offers comparable accuracy as that of 
the centralized algorithm by allowing each node to share N-length coefficients with some of its surrounding neighbors. 
Experimental results show the superiority of DCSP and GDCSP over the existing decentralized greedy algorithms in 
terms of accuracy of sparsity pattern recovery with comparable computational loads. Our approach presented here can 
be easily combined with the compressive sampling matching pursuit (CoSaMP) algorithm [37], since CoSaMP and SP 
are very similar to each other. Our future work will include the extension of DCSP and GDCSP for structured sparse 
signals and specific network configurations. 
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